
ECE695DL: Homework 2

Qilei Zhang

Due Date: Monday, January 24,2022

1 Introduction

This homework covers the basics of image handling in PyTorch. We need to open image files
as PIL and export them with corresponding images. Wasserstein distance is indroduced to
measure the distance between histograms. We also need to do some transformation for the
images and compares the results with the original files.

2 Methodology

2.1 Task 1

In this assignment, I imported two images using Python Imaging Library (PIL) using
Image.open(). The two images are photoed at Golden Bridge in 2019 and 2020 from a
slight different perspective.

2.2 Task 2

The images are converted into neural-network-compatible tensors using the functionality
provided by Torchvision. At the same time, torchvision.transforms provides normalize
function by setting the mean = 0.5 and std = 0.5 in three color channels. By this means,
the values in tensor is transformed from [0, 1 to [−1, 1], which is a appropriate for feeding
into a neural network.

2.3 Task 3

All the values in every channels are extracted and flatted as numpy array. Then package
matplotlib is imported to plot RGB histograms and the image itself. Particularly, the
density (y value) for the histograms are normalized by considering the sum of total points
are 1. The range of y axis is also limited under 0.08. Therefore, the value greater than 0.08
won’t be shown in the histogram. This setting makes histogram more consistent. Plus, those
overexposure (white) and underexposure (black) colors may be easily found in these cases.
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2.4 Task 4

Values for each bins in histogram are calculated by torch.histc function. Additionally,
wasserstein distance is calculated by utilize the package scipy. To illustrate the results, the
default bins are set to 10.

2.5 Task 5 & 6

torchvision.transforms are used again to transform the images by affine and perspective
transformation. The histogram and distance are exported again for the ”reconstructed”
images to show the comparison.

3 Implementation and Results

3.1 Class definition

3.1.1 Code

1 from PIL import Image

2 import torch

3 import torchvision.transforms as tvt

4 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

5 import numpy as np

6 from scipy.stats import wasserstein_distance

7

8

9 # Task 1

10 im1 = Image.open('GB20190825.jpg') # Golden Bridge in 2019

11 im2 = Image.open('GB20200127.jpg') # Golden Bridge in 2020

12

13

14 # Task 2

15 image_to_tensor_converter = tvt.Compose([tvt.ToTensor(),

tvt.Normalize(mean=(0.5, 0.5, 0.5), std=(0.5, 0.5, 0.5))])↪→

16 im_ts1 = image_to_tensor_converter(im1)

17 im_ts2 = image_to_tensor_converter(im2)

18

19

20 # Task 3

21 def plot_his(img, img_ts):

22 ch_im1 = [img_ts[ch] for ch in range(3)]

23 fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8, 6))

24 for ch, color in enumerate("rgb"):

25 ax = plt.subplot(221+ch)

26 ax.set_xlim(-1, 1)
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27 ax.set_ylim(0, 0.08)

28 single_channel = ch_im1[ch].numpy().flatten()

29 len_chan = len(single_channel)

30 kwargs = dict(alpha=0.9, bins=100, color=color,

weights=(np.array([1/len_chan]*len_chan)))↪→

31 ax.hist(single_channel, **kwargs)

32 ax = plt.subplot(224)

33 ax.imshow(img)

34 plt.show()

35

36

37 # Plot RGB histogram

38 plot_his(im1, im_ts1)

39 plot_his(im2, im_ts2)

40

41

42 # Task 4

43 # Define the distance calculation function

44 def calculate_wd(img1, img2, num_bins=10):

45 color_channels_im1 = [img1[ch] for ch in range(3)]

46 color_channels_im2 = [img2[ch] for ch in range(3)]

47 histTensor1 = torch.zeros(3, num_bins, dtype=torch.float)

48 histTensor2 = torch.zeros(3, num_bins, dtype=torch.float)

49 hists1 = [torch.histc(color_channels_im1[ch], bins=num_bins, min=-1.0,

max=1.0) for ch in range(3)]↪→

50 hists1 = [hists1[ch].div(hists1[ch].sum()) for ch in range(3)]

51 hists2 = [torch.histc(color_channels_im2[ch], bins=num_bins, min=-1.0,

max=1.0) for ch in range(3)]↪→

52 hists2 = [hists2[ch].div(hists2[ch].sum()) for ch in range(3)]

53 for ch in range(3):

54 histTensor1[ch] = hists1[ch]

55 histTensor2[ch] = hists2[ch]

56 for ch, colors in enumerate("rgb"):

57 dist =

wasserstein_distance(torch.squeeze(histTensor1[ch]).cpu().numpy(),↪→

58

torch.squeeze(histTensor2[ch]).cpu().numpy())↪→

59 print(colors.capitalize(), dist)

60

61

62 # Calculate WD

63 print("bins = 10")

64 calculate_wd(im_ts1, im_ts2, 10)

65

66

67 # Task 5
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68 # Create transformer and do transform

69 affine_transformer = tvt.RandomAffine(degrees=(30, 70), translate=(0.1,

0.3), scale=(0.5, 0.75))↪→

70 affine_img1 = [affine_transformer(im1) for _ in range(1)]

71 affine_img2 = [affine_transformer(im2) for _ in range(1)]

72

73 # Results

74 print("Results for Affine")

75 im_ts1_af = image_to_tensor_converter(affine_img1[0])

76 im_ts2_af = image_to_tensor_converter(affine_img2[0])

77 plot_his(affine_img1[0], im_ts1_af)

78 plot_his(affine_img2[0], im_ts2_af)

79 calculate_wd(im_ts1_af, im_ts2_af, 10)

80

81 # Task 6

82 # Create transformer and do transform

83 perspective_transformer = tvt.RandomPerspective(distortion_scale=0.6, p=1.0)

84 perspective_img1 = [perspective_transformer(im1) for _ in range(1)]

85 perspective_img2 = [perspective_transformer(im2) for _ in range(1)]

86

87 # Results

88 print("Results for perspective")

89 im_ts1_ps = image_to_tensor_converter(perspective_img1[0])

90 im_ts2_ps = image_to_tensor_converter(perspective_img2[0])

91 plot_his(perspective_img1[0], im_ts1_ps)

92 plot_his(perspective_img2[0], im_ts2_ps)

93 calculate_wd(im_ts1_ps, im_ts2_ps, 10)

3.1.2 Results

It is worth noting that the transformation in Task 5 and 6 are performed randomly on the
degree and scale. So, the output may be slightly different every time. The distance output
is shown below:

# Results for Original Files

R 0.0248247241410354

G 0.0408821703585545

B 0.026370939379557964

# Results for Affine

R 0.010633541923016307

G 0.01740715312771499

B 0.015717579028569163

# Results for Perspective

R 0.02605886370874941

G 0.035647697979584336

B 0.02273248108103871
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Figure 1: Here is original Image 1. The Golden Bridge in 2019.

Figure 2: Here is original Image 2. The Golden Bridge in 2020.
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Figure 3: Here is Image 1 with affine transformation.

Figure 4: Here is Image 2 with affine transformation
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Figure 5: Here is Image 1 with perspective transformation

Figure 6: Here is Image 2 with perspective transformation
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4 Lessons Learned

1. I learned to use the PIL Image class (H,W,C) for opening image files. Image’s RGB
value are transformed into tensor-based format (B,C,H,W).

2. A superficial understanding of tensor as a multi-dimensonal array of numbers.

3. The pixel data can be scaled and normalized for a better feeding of neutral network.

4. The similarity can be measured by the Wasserstein distance. Specifically, if two images
are exactly same. Then the distance between them are zero. Additionally, if images are
only be scale or rotate without losing or adding other pixels, the distance will still be
zero.

5. Affine transformation does not change the relative distance from original image and
transformed one. So, the Wasserstein distance between original and affined images are
not greater than the perspective ones.

6. Black are (0, 0, 0) in RGB representation. Therefore, after the transformation in Task
5 and 6, the black pixels are the most pixel number in histograms.

5 Suggested Enhancements

1. Discover the relationship between the Wasserstein distance and the number of the se-
lected bins.

2. Discover more transformation for the images.

3. Try to create the images by using random function.

4. Try to scale and normalize tensors without using standard packages.
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